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Abstract
Climate change science is unequivocal on the link between fossil fuels and climate change. Yet,
some governments – including those in Australia – fail to meet agreed targets and continue
to invest in the coal industry. Scientists and other scholars have expressed concern that the
science is not prompting shifts in policy adequate to address current and future effects of
climate change. Many have called for other tools – specifically, the arts and social sciences – to
investigate and communicate about the environmental and social changes underway. In this
context, this article explores the potential of interdisciplinary collaborative song-writing as
research practice. Beginning on a boat on Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, the research team
adopted singing and song-writing as a method for coming together to reflect upon our research
aims and motivations, to explore and express the delight and grief we were experiencing in
this climate-changing land and seascape and potentially to reach new audiences and create
different affects. Our multidisciplinary expertise offered impetus to pursue a hybrid form: an
original song written, professionally recorded and vinyl pressed; scholarly notes to expand on
our song lyrics; visual presentation of our music as annotated score; and written reflections on
the process and its contribution to knowledge. Here, we present and explore the possibilities
of song-writing as creative geographical practice.
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The journey began as a mapping exercise. And as an experiment in bringing together art, social
science and science to understand environmental change on the Great Barrier Reef. We turned our
efforts to writing a song.
Images of bleached coral on the Great Barrier Reef are circulated widely through online and
print media. Stark white static forms where one expects colour, movement and life have become a
symbol of climate change. In the summers of 2016 and 2017, mass coral bleaching events fundamentally transformed coral communities. On the northern Reef, elevated sea surface temperatures
killed tens of millions of corals – up to 80 per cent of live corals on reef crests.1
What is equally stark is the Australian and Queensland Governments’ ongoing commitment to
coal mining. The mining, and inevitable burning, of coal is without doubt one of the most significant factors contributing to rising sea surface temperatures, which are, in turn, the chief cause of
coral bleaching.2
The science is unequivocal on the link between coal and climate change.3 The ‘change’ of climate change is not located far off in the future, but is occurring now, in a multitude of places and
lives. Yet, governments worldwide – and certainly in Australia – are choosing to ignore the science
and carry on with the industries, economies and practices of the 20th century.
And so, if the science cannot sway the thoughts and actions of politicians, many suggest we
need other techniques.4 Climate scientists and other scholars have described the value, in this context, of different methods of investigation, expression and affect. Experimental and creative practice forms part of a social move to respond and generate new insight into past, present and emerging
climatic conditions.
In this light, we have come to work together: two artists, a coastal and spatial scientist, and a
cultural geographer. We seek to understand environmental change of the coast and sea and to explore
what such an interdisciplinary collaboration can do. One element of our work has been a fieldtrip to
the Great Barrier Reef, on a live-aboard research vessel. Our most musical colleague, Kim, ensured
that evenings in the saloon involved singing. In this, we continued a long historical and cultural
practice of working and singing at sea. And despite our relative (or complete) inexperience, in time
we turned our attention fully to singing and song-writing as a key element of our collaboration.
Environmental and social justice singing and song-writing has a strong tradition.5 From Joan
Baez and Woody Guthrie in the United States, to Chile’s Violeta Parra and the Nueva Canción, to
Australia’s Ted Egan and Vincent Lingiari’s Gurindji Blues (1969) and several decades of song by
Midnight Oil. For us, singing quickly became a fun release after a full and demanding day on the
islands, on the water or underwater. Song offered a means of coming together to reflect on our
research aims and personal motivations; on the delight and the grief, we were experiencing in this
climate-changing land and seascape.
Writing an original song became a central focus of our work. Chief musician, Kim, led the songwriting, and together we developed other elements of our project: professional recording and vinyl
pressing of ‘Rock the Boat’ (bluespottedrays.bandcamp.com) and ‘The Reef Song’, scholarly notes
to our song lyrics, visual representation of our music as annotated score printed as posters, written
reflections on the process and its contribution to knowledge.
Song-writing has allowed new ideas and priorities to rise to the surface. As research practice it
has taught us to use our voices well, in a physical and symbolic sense; to negotiate changing project
expectations and demands; and it has seen vulnerabilities exposed and expertise shared within our
group. Singing and song-writing has become a method for exploring and expressing new aspects
of our thinking and feeling about the reef and climate change; reach different audiences through
our work; and create different affects. It has let us rock the boat, in new ways (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. ‘Rock the Boat’. Original song with notes.
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Figure 1. (Continued)
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